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Mr. F. Galluzzo
Supreme Thoroughbreds Syndications
PO Box 32
LEPPINGTON NSW 2179
Dear Mr. Galluzzo,

ln response to your request I am pleased to provide an opinion of the current
value
of a two-year-old thoroughbred filly (born zain and as yet un-named, by star
Witness from My Cherie, by Choisir.
This opinion is being given without the benefit of any recent personal inspection
but on the understanding that the filly is in good general neaittr and
condition, of
reasonable size and development for her age and free of any major
conformational
faults likely to affect her future use as a racehorse. lt is also understood you
have
a current veterinary certificate confirming these points and I understand
there are
clean X-rays of the filly.
I understand this opinion is to be used in connection with the syndication
of the filly
and I advise that neither myself nor my company has any financial interest in
the
horse.

Star Witness, sire of the filly, was a Group 1 winning sprinter and was
ranked as
the Champion Three-Yea?-Old colt in Australia in th6 2}rct11 season. He has
qroved a very successful sire, his progeny including 15 stakes winners, such as
Global Glamour, Star Turn, Metla vlaria, Graff, Futiryt<, Stellar Collision, Lycurgus,
The Barrister, Magic Alibi and Our Crown Mistress.
My cherie, dam of this filly, won two races in sydney at 1100m. and 1200m.
and
her only foal to race to date is Supreme Rhythm who has been placed.
My Cherie
is one of four winners produced by her dam Anissa Kahira, a SyOney
winner who is
a daughter of the great sire Sir Tristram,

Anissa Kahira is a three-quarter sister to Super lmpressive, winner of eleven
races
including four stakes events and a Group 1 placegetter with earnings
of more than
$800,000. She is also a hatf-sister to stakes winnlr Unrocel Saint and closely
related to champion miler Super lmpose, winner of 20 races including
eight ai
Group 1 levelfor prizemoney earnings of more than 95.6 million.
I understand this filly has been broken in and educated and is now
ready to go into
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of value I have looked at resutts of public sates for yearting
"pr*R
fillies by her sire
sold in the early months of 2019.
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Taking all factors into consideration I believe the present value of this filly would be
in the region of $45,000. An account for our services is enclosed.
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